We find the power-law solutions in (4 + n)-dimensional cosmology with time-varying cosmological constant and study the phase of cosmic evolution. The model corresponds to the modification of the higher dimensional vacuum Kasner model. When a parameter in the model takes special value, it is shown that 4-dimensional universe is accelerated expansion.
Introduction
One of the most significant problems of particle physics and cosmology is the origin of accelerated expansion of the present universe. From astronomical observations, there is no room for doubting that dark energy which gives rise to cosmic acceleration exists in the universe [1] . Several attempts of explaining the origin of dark energy are performed. Inspired by string/Mtheory or braneworld model, many cosmological models have been constructed by introducing a new field, such as quintessence, dilaton or anti-symmetric tensor field. Alternatively, dark energy models are based on holographic principle developed by AdS/CFT or modifications of general relativity are proposed.
It is expected that higher dimensional theory may give explanation for the origin of cosmic acceleration. By investigating higher dimensional cosmology, we would like to find a key to solving current cosmic acceleration.
We have an interest in anisotropic evolution of four dimensional spacetime and extra dimensional space. Historically, in the framework of 4-dimensional spacetime, an example of vacuum cosmological model with anisotropy was proposed by Kasner [2, 3] . The scale factor of each direction has anisotropic power-law solution t p i (i = 1, 2, 3), and the exponents are subject to constraints:
The straightforward extension to higher dimensional spacetime of the vacuum Kasner model have been already performed [4, 5, 6] . However the higher dimensional vacuum Kasner model don't have the phase of 4-dimensional accelerated expansion. We are going to make further extension of the higher dimensional vacuum Kasner model. Based on string/M-theory, several authors had investigated the Kasner cosmological models in the framework of low energy effective theory with p-form fields [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . The model proposed here isn't based on string cosmology [12, 13] .
In this paper we construct the (4 + n)-dimensional Kasner model with time-varying cosmological constant. In the framework of 4-dimensional spacetime, cosmological models with time-varying cosmological constant have been proposed by several authors [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] . As an important point, we propose straightforward assumption that 4-dimensional universe is accelerated expansion and extra n-dimensional space is contracting or decelerated expansion. We find the viable phase of cosmic evolution in the model based on above assumption. The plan of the paper is as follows.
In section 2, we derive time evolution equations with respect to anisotropic scale factors in the model. Then we introduce time-varying cosmological constant Λ(t), where Λ(t) depends on Hubble parameters and a parameter α. Solving the time evolution equations, we show that anisotropic scale factor becomes power-law solution, and two constraints for the exponents are derived. It is pointed out that the model corresponds to the modification of higher dimensional vacuum Kasner model. In section 3, we review the phase of cosmic evolution in the higher dimensional vacuum Kasner model. In the present model, following the variation of parameter α, the exponents of power-law solutions depicts a trajectory in plane. We show that the trajectory determines the phase of cosmic evolution. We find the value of α corresponding to the viable phase that 4-dimensional universe is accelerated expansion and extra n-dimensional space is contracting or decelerated expansion. In section 4, we explain the geometrical interpretation of a trajectory of exponents. Two exponents of power-law solutions correspond to two intersections of a line and a quadratic curve (ellipse, parabola, hyperbola). The kind of curve is determined by the values of n and α. In section 6, we describe summary and discussion.
2 Power-law solutions in modified Kasner model We consider the following action in (4 + n)-dimensional spacetime:
where Λ is the cosmological constant and higher dimensional gravitational constant is set to 1. The line element with homogeneous, anisotropic and spatially flat is given by
where the scale factor of 3-dimensional space is a(t) and the scale factor of extra n-dimensional space is b(t). From (1) and (2), the components of the gravitational equation lead to three equations
where the dot denotes the derivative with respect to t. The proper combinations of equations (3)- (5) give
Equations (7) and (8) 
Integration of (9) providė
where C 1 and C 2 are the constants. Integrating the sum of two equations in (10), we have
where
From (10) and (11), we obtaiṅ
Substituting (13) into (6), we have
By imposing C 1 , C 2 = 0 in (13), we find a equality 3ȧ a
Since the r.h.s of (15) is constant, we introduce the t-independent numbers p =ȧ a
therefore (15) can be rewritten as
Equations in (16) lead to the integral equations for the scale factors
Using (13) and (15), the constants C 1 , C 2 in (14) can be removed. Consequently, (14) becomes
To find the solution to the scale factor, we use the equations (12), (17), (18) and (19) . For instance, let us consider the higher dimensional vacuum Kasner model with Λ = 0. Since (12) leads to A = B = 1, (18) gives the power-law solution
Thus p and q become exponents of power-law solutions. Furthermore, (19) leads to the following equality
In the case of vacuum Kasner cosmology, two equations (17) and (21) are constraints for exponents of power-law solutions [4] . Similar to the 4-dimensional original Kasner model [2, 3] , the coefficient of each exponent in (17) and (21) corresponds to the number of isotropic direction.
In the present paper, we introduce time-varying cosmological constant Λ(t). In particular, it is assumed that Λ(t) is a function of two Hubble parametersȧ/a andḃ/b. Therefore we consider the following form
where α is a dimensionless number. Note that the dimensionfull coefficient of Λ is set to 1. The form of (22) given here provides the power-law solutions as shown below.
Substituting (22) into (12), we have
Let k and l be exponents of the power-low solutions
Plugging (23) and (24) into (18), the conditions for the exponents are k = p(2αl + 1) and l = q(2αk + 1). Therefore, (17) leads to
and (19) yields
Thus, in the higher dimensional Kasner model with time-varying cosmological constant (22), two equations (25) and (26) are constraints for exponents of power-law solutions (24). From two constraints, it turns out that the present model is the modification of vacuum Kasner model. Obviously the case of α = 0 becomes the constraints of the vacuum Kasner model. Using (25) and (26), two exponents k, l can be written in terms of n, α as follows,
Since D is non-negative for arbitrary n (≥ 1) and α, the exponents k, l are real numbers.
3 The phase of cosmic evolution
We have obtained two anisotropic power-law solutions in the modified Kasner model. We study the cosmic evolutions from the exponent of solution. The behavior of cosmic evolution is determined by the value of exponent of the corresponding power-law solution. The criterion of evolution is tabulated below,
where γ denotes an exponent of power-law solution t γ . Let us review the cosmic evolution of the vacuum Kasner model in (4+n)-dimensional spacetime. The exponents satisfying (17) and (21) are p = 3 ± 3n(n + 2) 3(n + 3) and q = n ∓ 3n(n + 2) n(n + 3) .
For where, from the point of view of string theory, extra dimension n is from 1 to 6. Then two exponents correspond to two intersections of a line and an ellipse in (p, q) system as shown in Fig.1 . For given n, two phases are allowed. The exponent for upper sign corresponds to an intersection in region A, it implies that 4-dimensional universe is decelerated expansion (0 < p < 1) and extra n-dimensional space is accelerated contraction (q < 0). The exponent for lower sign corresponds to an intersection in region B, it implies that 4-dimensional universe is accelerated contraction (p < 0) and extra n-dimensional space is decelerated expansion (0 < q < 1). Since the phase of 4-dimensional accelerated expansion doesn't exist in the vacuum Kasner model, the model can't explain the current cosmic acceleration. We study the cosmic evolution of the model considered here. From (27) and (28), we explain the cosmic evolution for upper sign and lower sign, separately.
For upper sign
The graphs of exponents for upper sign as function of α are shown in Fig.2 . When n = 1 (α ≥ 3/2) as shown in graphs, we find k = 0 and l = 1. Then 4-dimensional spacetime becomes static universe and extra dimensional space has no acceleration. Thus in the case of n = 1, we consider the behaviors of exponents in the range of α < 3/2.
Moreover, taking α as a parameter, (k, l)-trajectory is depicted in Fig.3 . The shaded regions (I)-(IV) imply the limited ranges in (k, l) system as follows, (I) · · · 0 < k < 1 and 0 < l < 1 (II) · · · 1 < k and 0 < l < 1 (III) · · · 0 < k < 1 and l < 0 (IV) · · · 1 < k and l < 0 Figure 1 : The illustration of exponents in the higher dimensional vacuum Kasner model. Two exponents correspond to two intersections of a line and a ellipse. In the figure, shaded region A covers 0 < p < 1, q < 0 and shaded region B covers p < 0, 0 < q < 1. For given n, from (k, l)-trajectory, we can explore the behaviors of cosmic evolution of 4-dimensional universe and extra n-dimensional space. The results are summarized in Table. 1. We would like to find out viable phase from Table. 1. In the cosmological model with the higher dimensional anisotropic evolution, we consider straightforward assumption that 4-dimensional universe is accelerated expansion while extra n-dimensional space is contracting or decelerated expansion.
We focus on the case of n = 1 in left of Fig.3 . Apparently, (k, l)-trajectory goes through the regions (I),(III) and (IV). For 3/4 < α < 1, this trajectory goes through (IV) corresponding to phase that 4-dimensional universe is accelerated expansion (1 < k) and an extra dimensional space is accelerated contraction (l < 0). From the viewpoint of phenomenology, the phase may be viable in the present model. The phase of 1 < k doesn't appear in the vacuum Kasner model as described previously. Thus, in the case of n = 1 (3/4 < α < 1), the modified Kasner model has a phase of 4-dimensional accelerated expansion and extra 1-dimensional contraction. Then, (27) leads to the scale factor
Since the power-law solution subject to the equation of state (p = ωρ) is t 2/(3+3ω) , we can read off ω from (30). Therefore the range of ω is given by
where −0.367 is approximately the minimum value of ω in the interval of 3/4 < α < 1.
the range of α 4-dim extra n-dim region Next, we explain the case of n = 2, · · · , 6 in right of Fig.3 . For n = 2, (k, l)-trajectory goes through (I) and (III). This case don't have the phase of 4-dimensional accelerated expansion. Meanwhile each (k, l)-trajectory of n = 3, · · · , 6 goes through (I), (II) and (III). The values of α in which each trajectory passes a line of k = 1 are written in Fig.3 . As indicated in Table. 1, for 1 < α < (n + 2)/4, the trajectory goes through (II) corresponding to phase that 4-dimensional universe is accelerated expansion (1 < k) and an extra n-dimensional space is decelerated expansion (0 < l < 1). This case is viable phase in the present model.
For lower sign
The graphs of exponents of lower sign as function of α are shown in Fig.4 . When n = 1 (α ≤ 3/2) as shown in graphs, we find k = 0 and l = 1. Then 4-dimensional spacetime becomes static universe and extra dimensional space has no acceleration. In the case of n = 1, we consider the range of α > 3/2.
Each (k, l)-trajectory of n = 1, · · · , 6 is depicted in Fig.5 . All trajectories go through the region of k < 0 and 0 < l < 1. Consequently, the behaviors of the cosmic evolution are tabulated in Table. 2.
For n = 1 (3/2 < α) and n = 2, . . . , 6(−∞ < α < ∞), 4-dimensional universe is accelerated contraction (k < 0) and n-dimensional universe is decelerated expansion (0 < l < 1). The case of lower sign don't have viable phase. 
Trajectory of exponents and intersections of graphs
In the case of vacuum Kasner model as shown in Fig.1 , two exponents correspond to the intersections of a line and an ellipse. In the modified Kasner model, we study the trajectory of exponents from the intersections of graphs.
Obviously, two exponents k, l correspond to two intersections of a line (25) and a quadratic curve (26). The curve can be expressed as
From the generic classification of quadratic curve, (32) becomes ellipse, hyperbola or parabola in the (k ′ , l ′ ) system which is rotated (k, l) system by angle θ
The kind of the curve is classified by the rank of matrix
Thus the value of α plays a role of deformation parameter of a quadratic curve. For given n, a line (25) and a quadratic curve (26) have two intersections. Two intersections correspond to exponents for upper sign or lower sign, respectively. As the value of α changes, we can see the deformation of a quadratic curve and the motion of two intersections.
As example, let us explain the case of n = 1. Fig.6 shows the motion of two intersections for the variation of α. Note that black circle corresponds to exponent for upper sign and white circle correspond to exponent for lower sign. The black circle traces a (k, l)-trajectory shown in left of Fig.3 . With increasing the value of α, the quadratic curve changes the shape one after another, such as hyperbola, parabola and ellipse. As shown in Fig.6 , a quadratic curve becomes an ellipse for (|α| < √ 3), a parabola for (|α| = √ 3) and a hyperbola for (|α| > √ 3). For 3/4 < α < 1, the illustration when the black circle enters in the region (IV) is shown, the region corresponds to viable phase of 4-dimensional accelerated expansion and extra 1-dimensional accelerated contraction. Then a quadratic curve becomes ellipse. 
Summary and discussion
Motivated by accelerated expansion of the present universe, we have constructed an cosmological model with anisotropy in (4 + n)-dimensional spacetime. Not introducing of new field such as quintessence but assuming time-dependence cosmological constant, we proposed cosmological model with accelerating universe.
In the present paper, we have found the power-law solutions of model with time-varying cosmological constant, which depends on both two anisotropic Hubble parameters and a parameter α. It was shown that the model becomes the modification of vacuum Kasner model. Following (27) and (28), the exponents k, l of power-law solutions have solutions for upper sign and lower sign. For both upper sign and lower sign, we investigated the phase of cosmic evolution of 4-dimensional universe and extra n-dimensional space.
We explored the phenomenologically viable phase that 4-dimensional universe is accelerated expansion and an extra n-dimensional space is contracting or decelerated expansion. Consequently we have found the viable phases. In the case of n = 1 (3/4 < α < 1) for upper sign, 4-dimensional universe is accelerated expansion and extra 1-dimensional space is accelerated contraction. In the case of n = 3, . . . , 6 (1 < α < (n + 2)/4) for upper sign, 4-dimensional universe is accelerated expansion and extra n-dimensional space is decelerated expansion. Although we had proposed the cosmological model with accelerated expansion by introducing the inverse squared anti-symmetric tensor field [19] , the present model doesn't include new field.
We explained the relationship between a trajectory of exponents and intersections of graphs. In the vacuum Kasner model, two exponents of power-law solutions are two intersections of a line and a ellipse. In the modified Kasner model, it is pointed out that the value of α plays a role of deformation parameter of a quadratic curve. We showed that two exponents are two intersections of a line and a quadratic curve such as ellipse, parabola or hyperbola.
In the paper we don't discuss about mechanism of stabilizing the volume of extra n-dimensional space. Therefore the effective 4-dimensional gravitational constant can't be determined from size of stabilized extra space. Since the stabilization mechanism is beyond the scope of the paper, we will discuss it elsewhere. Moreover the present model isn't based on cosmology in string/M-theory. It is unknown whether the modified Kasner model proposed here relates to string cosmology. Although it is known that higher dimensional vacuum Kasner solutions have chaotic behaviors, the present model will be investigated.
Finally, it is important conclusion that the present model exhibits accelerating universe. As shown in Table. 1, since the modified Kasner model has diverse cosmic evolutions, we will promote the study of the model in the future.
